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New Newsletter Section: Ham Radio Humor

From Rob, KV8P
News from the President – March 2020
Hi everyone! Well, the days are getting longer, and the ham radio activities/fun are
definitely "picking up"! :)
First, a big congratulations
and thank you to Rich (KD8WCB). Rich was voted in, during the February
General Meeting, as the first person to hold the seat of Bursar with our club. As a
reminder, this role is newly created via vote at the January meeting, after addition to
our bylaws, and the role basically takes over the financial responsibilities that use to
belong to the club Secretary. When our club members have receipts which need
reimbursement, they now see our Bursar. (the Bursar forwards to our Treasurer for
the actual reimbursement) Likewise, the Bursar role will also collect funds
(typically for events like our hamfest, dues, or from donations), and make deposits
as needed.
Second, in conjunction with, and based on recommendations from the LCARES
based Mesh/AREDN Committee, the TMRA Tech committee just approved the
purchase a 3 transmitter/antenna MESH node that will soon be installed on top of
the facility at our UT campus repeater site. At about 220' in height, this node
should provide what amounts to a great starting point for growing our
MESH/AREDN network in/around Toledo (and to other close by areas). This
follows some great work and standards developed by the LCARES based
committee who have been deploying MESH around town for events quite often
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over the past couple years (including the Air Show last year). We're excited to be
taking a major role in kick-starting MESH in our area.
Our next General Meeting is on Wednesday, March 11th. Doors open at 6pm, and
we'll have a presentation at 7pm by TMRA Member Mark Schreuder K8MWS on
MESH networking, MESH Equipment and local MESH activities. This should help
give our members a greater feel for how each of us can get involved with Mesh
once the new node is active.
The Toledo ARRL Great Lakes Convention (March 14th) and TMRA Toledo
Hamfest (March 15th) are shaping up nicely and should be a lot of fun! A core
group of our members have been responsible for bringing most of this together this
year, and I want to thank you all. This is truly a strong team of dedicated club
members that have put in many hours to make sure all fo the details are taken care
of. Thanks for stepping up to handle/take a role and it is very much
appreciated. Also, remember that we do expect the convention to pull our members
away from their normal hamfest setup duties on Saturday. Therefore, if you can
help out, WE NEED YOU. Please contact Mike (W8MAL) at w8mal@arrl.net if
you can help out.
For the Saturday Convention, please check out toledoglc.org for information and to
pre-purchase tickets. Just to list a few of the great speakers and events, you will see
ARRL President (Rick Roderick) and Bob Heil both as speakers at our convention,
a table-top exercise ARES workshop, a digital clock build, and many, many
others. There are three rooms of forums running all day (just to many to list)!
Some of our upcoming/future events to make sure you have in your calendar (see
tmrahamradio.org, events for more details):
March 11th - TMRA General Meeting (mentioned above - 2nd Wed of every
month)
March 14th - ARRL Great Lakes Convention (Toledo - Owens Community
College)
March 15th - Toledo Hamfest (Toledo - Owens Community College)
March 21st and April 4th - TMRA Spring Technicial License Class (911 Training
Center - Toledo)
April 18th - "I have my license, now what?" class, for hams licensed less than 2
years (911 Training Center - Toledo)
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April 25th - NVIS Day operation (Maumee Fire Station #2)
May 16th - TMRA bus to Dayton Hamvention
June 6th and 7th - Museum Ships on the Air - (Operating K8E on-board the SS Col.
James M Schoonmaker- Toledo)
June 27th and 28th - Ham Radio Field Day - (Wolcott House, Maumee)
Aug 22nd - Ohio QSO Party Operation - TBD
Sep 12th - Ohio State Parks on the Air - (Maumee Bay State Park)
73 for now,
Rob – KV8P

ARES News
From Tim, KD8IZU
boxcar@toast.net.

We are looking for volunteers to help out with the
event season getting ready to start. You do not have
to be a member of Lucas County ARES to
participate in events such as the hospital radio test,
the Glass City Marathon, and many others. All
amateur radio operators that want to help are encouraged to come on out
even if it is just for a hour or so., it helps out sometimes.
Any Amateur Radio Operator interested in learning more about the Mesh
Network is invited to attend the Northwest Ohio Mesh Committee
Meetings the fourth Saturday of the month at St. Luke's Hospital in the
private dining room following the ARES meeting approximately 10:00
a.m.
All are welcome Lucas County ARES meetings, they are held the fourth
Saturday of the month at St. Luke's Hospital in the private dining room at
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9:00 a.m. Please listen to the ARES in Brief net on Sunday night for
weekly announcements, we try to keep everyone up to date on all
activities going on.
March 6 Lucas County Siren Net
March 14 Great Lakes Division Convention
March 28 March Lucas County ARES General
March 28 Northwest Ohio Mesh Committee Meeting
Every Sunday Night ARES in Brief Net 147.270 @ 7:30 P.M.
Every Tuesday Night FLDIGI Net on the 147.270 Pl tone 103.5 repeater
starting at 7:30 P.M.

Tech Committee News
In addition to approving the placement of MESH equipment at UT, the
TMRA Technical Committee voted to purchase two laptop computers, one
for use in the cabinet at Parks Tower and the second to replace one of the
Field Day computers which is outdated. Bruce AA8HS
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More Winter Field Day Pictures
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Courtesy KD8EVN
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February 2020 TMRA meeting
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February 2020 ARES meeting
Courtesy AA8HS
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How to Become a WSPR Spotter
Bruce AA8HS, editor
WSPR stands for Weak Signal Propagation Reporter and is one of the weal
signal modes originally created by Dr. Joe Taylor, K1JT. Dr. Taylor received
the Nobel Prize in Physics for his work in weak signal detection. It is
included in the WSJT-X program which is supported by a group of talented
programmers and includes other digital modes of communication. It is a
one-way method of communications, like a beacon. It is useful for
measuring propagation on a particular band. You can expect that
propagation of radio signals will change with a number of factors including
the time of day, band conditions, and the weather. I have learned that the
received signal is also affected by the type of receiver being used to receive
the WSPR signal and the location of the receiving station; it really helps to
live away from sources of human made and natural RF noise. Some hams
who leave on remote islands or who are stationed on ships in Antarctica
give the best signal reports through the Internet.
The WSPR Specifications
Without getting into too much detail, a WSPR transmission is a low to very
low power transmission that lasts two minutes. It is designed to transmit
very small amounts of information in situations where noise levels vary.
Because of the small amounts of power used, most signal reports which
come from WSPR spotters on the Internet are with a negative signal to
noise ratio. This means that the signal is buried in noise but still gets
through. If you look at the 630 meter table below, some of the signal to
noise ratios (SNR) are positive and most are not. WSPR signals can be
detected with a signal to noise radio of -34 dB. This means that the signal is
still received although the noise is more than 1000 times greater than the
signal.
The only information that is sent is the station's callsign, Maidenhead grid
locator, and transmitter power in dBm. This information is sent in 50 bits
(one’s and zeros) repeatedly during the two-minute transmission. Forward
error correction (FEC) is also used. FEC is common in communications and
is used in DMR and other amateur systems. In FEC, a sum of the bits sent
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is also transmitted and a mathematical matrix or other method is used to
correct any errors in the 50 bit message.
So, even if the signal power is really low, sometimes milliwatts, a WSPR
signal can be heard for quite a distance depending on the factors I
mentioned above. For example, let’s say you use 5 watts on WSPR mode
to transmit on 160 meters at night with a well-matched antenna. But, only 5
stations hear you in the Midwest and nowhere else. This is therefore
probably not a good night to talk on 160 meters although CW may work. On
the other hand, 40 meters is usually open day or night, but you can easily
test it using WSPR (see below).
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Above: 630 meter WSPR Table near 2100 hours. Note the distances involved. 2 watts EIRP.
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160 meters WSPR map 2200 hours 5 watts into full length dipole antenna using a tuner. No
overseas stations receive the signal tonight.
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40 meters WSPR map 2300 hours 5 watts into G5RV antenna using a tuner. Note the noise free
German Antarctica station.

Many of the call signs that you will see on WSPR reports, like those above,
are from hams who are not transmitting. You will also see shortwave listener
call signs. Some hams have extensive software defined radio setups so that
they can continually monitor all HF and medium wave bands. A WSPR
spotter uses software to send the signal reports back to WSPRnet.org
where they are tabulated and sorted. The database table information is
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usually available unless WSPRnet is overloaded or malfunctioning. Google
Maps used to allow WSPR maps to be created from the data but no longer.
Fortunately, some hams have stepped up with Web pages that allow users
to view their WSPR data in a number of ways. The one that I prefer is:
http://wspr.vk7jj.com/
an Australian site.
Becoming a WSPR Spotter
Becoming a WSPR spotter is easy. You should be able to receive WSPR
signals from all HF bands and 630 meters and maybe even an occasional
2200 meter station. Reception will depend on all the factors that I mentioned
above as well as your antenna and receiver. And this becomes the
interesting part: using different antennas, including magnetic loops and
active antennas, to improve your WSPR reception. You can experiment
with SDR’s or any receiver that you own. Although many current HF rigs
have built in USB sound cards, they are not necessary nor are Signal Links,
to receive WSPR signals.
First, download the latest version of WSJT-X software for your computer’s
operating system. There are many YouTube videos and other sites that will
guide you although installation for listening only is simple. Plug a 1/8 inch
audio cable into the headphone jack of your radio and you may need to use
an adapter for a ¼ inch jack. The other end of the cable should be plugged
into the microphone or line in jack of your laptop or PC. I recommend using
ferrite chokes around both ends of the audio cable to reduce hash. Install
the software and then you will need to go to File> Settings. On the first tab,
enter your call and Maidenhead location which is EN81 in Lucas County.
Then choose the audio tab.
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The audio input is very important. If you have chosen the correct audio source, you should see green
on the lower left side of the software.
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About 30 to 50 per cent on the scale is good. If you see a red color, go into
the recording sound settings of your operating system and turn down the
volume or turn down the volume on your radio. If you see no green at all,
close the software and check the cables and the sound settings and restart
the software.
Make certain that the “Upload spots” box is checked. The WSPR
frequencies are already in the dropdown box above the audio signal
strength area. Make certain that your radio is on the exact frequency that is
in the black box. Put your radio in USB mode with a bandwidth of 3 KHz or
perhaps a bit wider. You can use any antenna you choose. A tuned antenna
will, of course, do a better job. You can try 40 meters , 7.038600 Mhz
initially to make certain that you are “hearing” stations. You will also notice
that each station has a unique frequency assigned to it by the software.
Only 17 Hz of bandwidth is used for each of these unique frequencies.
Dimension 4 software
One item that will make your WSPR reports more accurate is to install time
synchronization software. The DT column in WSJT-X indicates very slight
time differences between your software and the received station. One way
to minimize this is by using software such as that offered by Dimension 4:
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http://www.thinkman.com/dimension4/
I have included a couple of videos in the references which include sections
showing how to install the software.
When the software is installed, it should start when Windows is started. The
software changes time synchronization source about every 30 seconds and
is much more accurate than the Windows time source. For Linux, Network
Time Protocol with a centralized time server should be way to go.
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Your call on the WSPR sites
Now that you have WSPR working, go to WSPRnet.org, choose database in
the upper right hand corner, and choose your call as Reporter (not Call)
under “Specify query parameters.” Then you will see a list of all of the
stations that you have reported.

Go to http://wspr.vk7jj.com/ and enter Rx call as shown here:

You can visualize your received stations on a map as well as and other ways.
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I must mention that some hams prefer PSK reporter or other sites and a
variety of other hardware and software can be used for WSPR. This article
will get you started, however.
You are now a WSPR spotter! Good luck and 73.
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References:
https://physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/K1JT/wsjtx.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WSPR_(amateur_radio_software)
Dimension 4 software:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddAq0pkG5_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyUs6KkPr6E

Ham Radio Humor:
YOU MIGHT BE A HAM IF.......
1. YOUR WIFE SAID, "LETS GO SEE AUNT ANNA", AND YOU THOUGHT SHE SAID,
"LETS GO AN ANTENNA".
2. YOUR WIFE SAID, "COULD YOU CUT THE GRASS?", AND YOU THOUGHT SHE
SAID POUND THE BRASS!
3. YOUR WIFE SAID, "WE'VE BEEN INVITED TO BREAKFAST", AND YOU
THOUGHT SHE SAID "HAM FEST"!
4. YOUR WIFE SAID, "SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH THE CHECK BOOK", AND
YOU THOUGHT SHE SAID, "LOG BOOK"!
5. YOUR WIFE SAID, "IS MY SEAM STRAIGHT?", AND YOU THOUGHT SHE SAID,
"IS MY BEAM STRAIGHT?"
6. YOUR WIFE SAID, "TURN ON THE FAN", AND YOU SHOUGHT SHE
SAID, "CHANGE THE BANDS".

You might be hard of hearing too!!
You know you're a ham if:
You ID every ten minutes during a regular converstation

"BANDWIDTH"
A HAM'S WAIST SIZE!
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One of my local ham friends called the FCC to tell them he had moved
and wanted to change his address on the FCC records from Texas to
Vermont.
The woman at the FCC who took his call asked where Vermont was.
As my Ham friend tried to explain, she interrupted and said,
"Look, I'm not stupid or anything, just tell me what state is it in?''

Ray & Bubba (Tennessee mechanical engineers and ham radio
operators) were standing at the base of a flagpole, looking up and
trying to figure out the best way to make a 20 meter stealth vertical
out of it.
A woman walked by and asked what they were doing.
"We're supposed to find the height of the flagpole," said Bubba, "but
we don't have a ladder."
The woman took a wrench from her purse, loosened a few bolts, and
laid the flag pole down.
Then she took a tape measure from her pocket, took a measurement,
announced, "Eighteen feet, six inches," and walked away.
Ray shook his head and laughed. "Ain't that just like a woman!"
"We ask for the height and she gives us the length!"
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Dale’s Tales
ARRL CEO. You may have seen the formal announcement that ARRL is seeking applicants for the
position of Chief Executive Officer. A detailed summary of the position is listed at
http://www.arrl.org/employment-opportunities. The web page also lists the requirements for the
position and summarizes the essential job functions. Knowing the diverse nature of the radio
amateurs in the Great Lakes Division, I really feel that we do have several well qualified individuals
who can easily fit into the position. I urge everyone to look at the opportunity and if you feel you
might be interested, take the next step and apply!
All applications must be sent to: ARRL Attn: Monique Levesque, 225 Main Street, Newington, CT
06111, Fax: 860-594-0298, mlevesque@arrl.org.

GREAT LAKES DIV. CONVENTION.

The 2020 Great Lakes Division ARRL Convention
will be held in conjunction with the Toledo Mobile Radio Association’s annual hamfest in Perrysburg,
OH on March 14 and 15.
ARRL President Rick Roderick K5UR will be there to meet members and serve as the keynote.
Another special attendee is Bob Heil K9EID of Heil Sound who will be a guest speaker.
Check our web pages at: http://www.toledoglc.org/ for the full details.
Advanced registration and ticket purchase are available now on-line. Be sure to register for the
Convention Banquet. Forums and the ARRL Banquet are planned for Saturday, while the Hamfest is
on the Sunday agenda.
Rick K5UR will present the latest information about key events happening in ham radio and our
ARRL.
Here is a sample of the current planned forum schedule:
Time Track 1

Track 2

Track 3

0800 Registration
0830 Event Kickoff
0900 ARRL Forum - Rick K5UR
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1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1830
2030

TAPR
CompacTenna
Lunch Break
Yaesu
YLRL
ARISS
Bob Heil
Bob Heil
ARRL Banquet
Wouff Hong

Raspberry PI
NBEMS
Foxhunting
FT8 & FT4
Contesting

ARES Tabletop
ARES Tabletop
Soldering
Clock Kit
Clock Kit

OUR GREAT LAKES DIVISION web page does carry news from some of the recent events in the
Division, useful links and information as well as some neat photos supplied from around the Division.
Check it out: http://arrl-greatlakes.org/
Be sure to check your ARRL Section's news pages for the latest local happenings, club and net
information.
TOM'S TOME, Comments from your ARRL Vice Director Tom W8WTD.
The event of the month for me was the ARISS event in mid-February, where we put some elementary
school students in contact with the International Space Station via ham radio. This one took place in
the Cincinnati area, so I was able to help in a number of ways. It takes a lot of time and effort to set
up one of these contacts.
The students get so excited about it. For months, their teachers work with them on science projects
designed to help them understand more about space, experiments, and other things related to the
program. They are just thrilled when they hear the astronaut respond to their classmates’ questions.
We try to make sure they understand how they are talking to the ISS.
That this isn’t just a phone call, but a ham radio contact. And they get it, in some limited way. At the
end of the contact, I was asked to stand up and acknowledge the efforts of the hams, and there was
good applause as I read off the names. I was told I could say a few things about ham radio, and one
thing I said stood out for them. I told them that anyone can get a license, and that some kids as
young as five or six have actually gotten their licenses. I wish you all could have seen the reaction.
Many of them smiled and looked at each other as they realized that this was something they could
do, too. Afterward, their teachers told us that some of them want to start a ham club. We hope they
do, and we’ll help however we can.
As I thought more about it, I wondered how we could generate some of that same enthusiasm for
ham radio in young people. ARISS is a great program, but there is only one space station, and the
crew is busy with lots of things. We’re glad they take time for ham radio, but they can’t talk to every
school. What other things could we as hams do that would point out the “magic” of ham radio for
students?
I’ve seen some of that same spirit in things like Jamboree on the Air, Kids’ Day on the Radio, and of
course, for those who participate, Field Day (the GOTA station is so important!) But getting them out
to those events is the hard part. We haven’t figured out if there is anything like an ARISS contact for
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the whole school, or even a classroom, that would generate the interest in ham radio as science and
technology like ARISS does.
A lot of you throughout the Division are working with schools and students in various programs. Keep
up the good work. If you have any suggestions for how to get teachers and students interested
through some exciting program, I’d love to hear from you.
--73, Tom W8WTD Vice Director, Great Lakes Division

HAMFESTING: Here is the current Great Lakes Division ARRL Sanctioned Hamfest Schedule
covering the next few months. These swaps have received their sanctioning approval from ARRL HQ
at the time of this publication.
3/7/20
3/14-15
3/21/20
4/4/20
4/11/20
4/11/20
4/11/20
4/18/20
4/18/20
4/19/20
4/26/20
5/2/20
5/17/20

Cave City
GL Conv/TMRA Hamfest
Gallipolis
Lincoln Trail
Crossroads
Cuyahoga Falls
Letcher County
Chassell Hamfest
Portsmouth Hamfest
GMARC Tech EXPO
Athens Hamfest
Cadillac Hamfest
Dayton Hamvention

Cave City, KY
Perrysburg, OH
Gallipolis, OH
Elizabethtown, KY
Kalamazoo, MI
Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Whitesburg, KY
Chassell, MI
Portsmouth, OH
Madison Hgts, MI
Athens, OH
Cadillac, MI
Xenia, OH

If you plan to request ARRL Hamfest Sanctioning, please do so well in advance of your Hamfest date,
as this allows adequate time for QST Listings. QST requires a 3 month lead time. It should be noted
that there has been a change in the way ARRL contributes to your hamfest efforts. Please carefully
read the e-mail from ARRL Headquarters confirming your sanctioning as IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT
DETAILS REGARDING PRIZES. Be sure to invite your ARRL Officials as soon as your date is set.
With 52 weeks and 70+ hamfests in the Great Lakes Division, things do requires some advanced
planning.

73, Ham it up!
Dale Williams WA8EFK
Director
Great Lakes Division
wa8efk@arrl.org
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--------------------------------------------------------------------

Did You Know?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Lucas County ARES Informational Net is every Sunday at 7:30 pm on 147.270.
The TMRA Newcomers and Elmers Net is every Sunday at 8:00 pm on 147.270.
The Tech Committee meets the second Monday of each month at Maumee Fire Station #2 on Dussel Drive
(in front of the water tower).
The FLDigi Net meets every Tuesday night at 7:30 PM at 147.27 MHz
The TMRA general meeting is the second Wednesday of each month at the Electrical Industry Building,
Lime City Rd., Rossford, Ohio. New meeting time is 7:00 PM. Doors open at 6:00 PM.
Six Meter Nets meet every Wednesday and Thursday at 9:00 PM (EST). The Thursday night Net is on
50.255 USB. For more information contact Dan, KE8UE, at dlcunn@sbcglobal.net. The Monday night 6
meter Net is at 9 PM on the TMRA 6 meter repeater.
The Lucas County Siren Net is the first Friday of each month from 10:30 to 11:30 AM on 147.270 +
W/103.5 PL and 442.850 + W/103.5 PL.
The Lucas County Hospital Net is the first Saturday of the even numbered months at 10:00 AM.
The NORC Net is the first Saturday of each month. This net typically meets at 11:00 AM on
or around +/- 7.200 MHz LSB.
ARES meets the fourth Saturday of each month.
VE testing is each month. Contact Steve, KC8TVW at 419-467-3734 or kc8tvw@arrl.net.
Register for CW classes by contacting Steve, KC8TVW at 419-467-3734 or kc8tvw@arrl.net.
Ron, N8RLH, has ham gear from the estates of silent keys. Contact: 419-345-6382 or rlhornbeck@att.net.
The TMRA apparel store is now open. Contact Gold Medal Ideas at http://www.goldmedalideas.com/tmra.
The calendar at the TMRA website, www.tmrahamradio.org, lists numerous ham radio activities each
month.
Contact Brad, WB8RG, TMRA Information Officer at tmrainformation@gmail.com to receive weekly
emails about club news and activities.
TMRA has a Facebook page and an Instagram page, which can be accessed from an icon on the TMRA
website or at https://www.instagram.com/tmrahamradio/.
Don't forget to select TMRA as your Organization of choice for Kroger Cares and Amazon Smile. This
results in a donation to the club as a portion of your purchase. Instead of typing in the URL
www.amazon.con, you must use smile.amazon.com.
The next meeting of the Great Lakes Convention and Planning Committee will be October 2 nd. Contact
KV8P for more information.

Editor’s Note: Beginning with the February 2019 issue, The Beacon will no longer produce a print version for
mailing. The Beacon understands this change may inconvenience some club members and regrets that it is
necessary.
You may contact the Editor of The Beacon by emailing to: AA8HS@ arrl.net or writing to:
Bruce, AA8HS
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